Abstract. In [LM], we proved a family version of the famous Witten rigidity theorems and several family vanishing theorems for elliptic genera. In this paper, we gerenalize our theorems [LM] in two directions. First we establish a family rigidity theorem for the Dirac operator on loop space twisted by general positive energy loop group representations. Second we prove a family rigidity theorem for spin c -manifolds. Several vanishing theorems on both cases are also obtained.
0 Introduction In [W] , Witten considered the indices of elliptic operators on the free loop space LM of a manifold M. In particular the index of the formal signature operator on loop space is exactly the elliptic genus of Landweber-Stong. Witten made the conjecture about the rigidity of these elliptic operators which says that their S 1 -equivariant indices on M are independent of g ∈ S 1 . We refer the reader to [T] , [BT] , [H] , [K] , [L] and [O] for the history of the subject.
In [Liu2] , the first author observed that these rigidity theorems are consequence of their modular invariance. This allowed him to give a simple and unified proof of the above conjectures of Witten. In [Liu4] , it was proved the rigidity of the Dirac operator on loop space twisted by positive energy loop group representations of any level, while the Witten rigidity theorems are the special cases of level 1. An U-vanishing theorem for loop spaces with spin structure, which is an analogue of the famous U-vanishing theorem of Atiyah and Hirzebruch [AH] , was also proved in [Liu4] . Recently, by using Liu's idea, Dessai [D1] proved a version of rigidity theorem for spin c -manifolds. The purpose of our paper is to generalize these results to family case. Let M, B be two compact smooth manifolds, and π : M → B be a submersion with compact fibre X. Let a compact Lie group G act fiberwisely on M, that is the action preserves each fiber of π. Let P be a family of elliptic operators along the fiber X, commuting with the action G. Then the family index of P is Ind(P ) = KerP − CokerP ∈ K G (B). (0.1) Note that Ind(P ) is a virtual G-representation. Let ch g (Ind(P )) with g ∈ G be the equivariant Chern character of Ind(P ) evaluated at g.
To consider rigidity, we only need to restrict to the case when G = S 1 . ¿From now on we let G = S 1 . A family elliptic operator P is called rigid on equivariant Chern character level with respect to this S 1 -action, if ch g (Ind(P )) ∈ H * (B) is independent of g ∈ S 1 . In [LM] , several family rigidity and vanishing results for elliptic genera were obtained. As pointed out in [LM] , by taking expansions in H * (B), from the family rigidity and vanishing theorems we get many higher level rigidity and vanishing results for characteristic numbers of the family. These characteristic numbers may not be the indices of any elliptic operators. This paper is the continuation of [LM] , and is naturally divided into two parts. In Section 1, we prove a family rigidity theorem of the Dirac operator on loop space twisted by positive energy loop group representations, and we also derive some vanishing theorems. In Section 2, we prove the family rigidity and vanishing theorems for spin cmanifolds which generalize the results of Dessai [D1] .
Loop groups and family rigidity theorems
This Section is organized as follows: In Section 1.1, we recall the modular invariance of the characters of the representations of affine Lie algebra. In Section 1.2, we state the family rigidity theorems of the Dirac operator on loop space twisted by general positive energy loop group representations for spin manifold. In Section 1.3, we prove the main theorem, Theorem 1.2. In Section 1.4, we derive some vanishing theorems.
Characters of affine Lie algebras
Let G be a simple, simply connected compact Lie group and LG be its loop group. There is a central extension LG of G
The circle group S 1 acts on LG by the rotation
LG lifts (essentially uniquely) to an action on LG. We say the representation U of LG is symmetric if R θ U ν R −1 θ = U R θ ν . We say a representation E of LG is positive energy [PS, Chap 9] if (a) E is a direct sum of irreducible representations; (b) E is symmetric and E 0 = ⊕ j∈N E j is dense in E, where E j = {v ∈ E : R θ v = e −ijv } and E j is a finite dimensional complex representation of G; (c) The action of LG ⋊ S 1 on E naturally extends to a smooth action of LG ⋊ Diff + (S 1 ), where Diff + (S 1 ) is the group of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of S 1 .
Let g be the Lie algebra of G. Let η be the Cartan subalgebra, W be the Weyl group of g. Denote by Q = Σ l i=1 Zα i , where {α i } is the root basis, the root lattice of g. Then the affine Lie algebra associated to g is
where K (resp. d) is the infinitesimal generator of the central element (resp. the rotation of S 1 ) of LG. Lg has the triangle decomposition
where η ± are the nilpotent subalgebras and η = η ⊗ R C ⊕ CK ⊕ Cd is the Cartan subalgebra. Let (, ) be the normalized symmetric invariant bilinear form on Lg which extends the standard symmetric bilinear form on g, such that
Let η * be the dual of η with respect to (, ). Let , denote the pairing between η * and η. Then the level of λ ∈ η * is defined to be λ, K . Let Λ 0 , δ ∈ η * be the elements such that
It is known that Lg falls into class X
N in the classification of Kac-Moody algebras [Kac, Chap 7] . An Lg-module V is called a highest weight module with the highest weight Λ ∈ η * if there exists a non-zero vector v ∈ V such that
where U( Lg) is the universal envelopping algebra of Lg. An irreducible representation L(Λ) of Lg with the highest weight Λ is called of level k = Λ, K . L(Λ) is said to be integrable if Λ ∈ P + = {λ ∈ η * : λ, α i ∈ N for all i}, the set of dominant integral weights. An integrable highest weight representation L(Λ) of Lg can always be lifted to a representation of LG which turns out to be irreducible and of positive energy.
Since each LG-module V has a weight space decomposition V = ⊕ λ∈ η * V λ , we can define formal Kac-Weyl character of U as ch
, where [Kac, (12.8.12 )]
, and ρ is half the sum of the positive roots of g. We call q m Λ the anomaly factor. Let M = Z(W · θ) be a lattice in η * , where θ is the long root in η, and W is the Weyl group of g. For any integer m, let P m + = {λ ∈ P + | λ, K = m} be the level m subset of the dominant integral weights.
If we choose an orthonormal basis
Recall the classical theta functions associated to the lattice M is defined by
Here λ means the orthogonal projection of λ from η * to η * ⊗ R C with respect to the bilinear form (·, ·), and
m is the level m element in the integral weight lattice, and {c Λ λ (τ )} are some modular forms of weight − 1 2 l, which are called string functions in [Kac, §12.7, §13.10] . One of the important facts about the formal character is that χ Λ is holomorphic in {v ∈ η : Re(δ, v) > 0} = {(z, τ, u) ∈ C l+2 , Im(τ ) > 0}. Now, we state the following important Kac-Peterson theorem on the modular transformation property of χ Λ under SL 2 (Z) [Kac, Theorem 13.8] .
for some complex numbers S Λ,Λ ′ , and
By (1.8), for α ∈ M, we also have
This, together with its transformation formulas (1.9), (1.10), means that χ Λ is an lvariable Jacobi form of index m/2 and weight 0.
1.2
Family rigidity theorem of general elliptic genera Let π : M → B be a fibration of compact manifolds with fiber X, and dim X = 2k. We assume that the S 1 acts fiberwisely on M, and T X has an S 1 -equivariant spin structure.
be the spinor bundle of T X. Let D X be the Dirac operator on ∆(T X) which is defined fiberwisely on the fiber X.
For a vector bundle F on M, we let
be the symmetric and respectively the exterior power operations in
Assume E is an irreducible positive energy representation of LSpin(2l) and V is an S 1 equivariant vector bundle with structure group Spin(2l) over M. Let Λ be the highest weight of E and m be the level of E. By the discussion in Section 1.1, we have the decomposition E = ⊕ n≥0 E n under the action of R θ . Here E n is a finite dimensional representation of Spin(2l). Let P be the frame bundle of V , which is a Spin(2l) principal bundle. We define
is rigid on equivariant Chern character level.
Theorem 1.2 actually holds for any semi-simple and simply connected Lie group, instead of Spin(2l).
Proof of Theorem 1.2
(1.14)
be the classical Jacobi theta functions [Ch] , where c(q) = Π ∞ n=1 (1 − q n ). Recall that we have the following transformation formulas of theta-functions [Ch] :
(1.16) Let g = e 2πit ∈ S 1 be a topological generator of S 1 . Let {M α } be the fixed submanifolds of the circle action. Then π : M α → B be a submersion with fibre X α . We have the following
Here N γ is a complex vector bundle such that g acts on it by e 2πimγ t . We denote the Chern roots of N γ by 2πix j γ , and the Chern roots of T X α ⊗ R C by {±2πiy
Let
be the equivariant decomposition of V restricted to M α . Assume that g acts on V v by e 2πinvt , where some n v may be zero. We denote the Chern roots of V v by 2πiu
where
, t ∈ R, and τ ∈ H, q = e 2πiτ , we let
, the symmetric polynomial which gives characteristic class of T X g , and similarly for N γ . Using the family Atiyah-Bott-Segal-Singer Lefschetz fixed point formula [LM, Theorem 1.1], (1.14), we find for
Considered as functions of (t, τ ), we can obviously extend F E,V (t, τ ) to meromorphic functions on C × H with values in H * (B), and holomorphic in τ . Theorem 1.2 is equivalent to the statement that F E,V (t, τ ) is independent of t. To prove it, we will proceed as in [Liu4] , [LM] .
This implies the equalities:
(1.25)
By using (1.11), (1.21), (1.23), and (1.25), we get (1.22). Now we will prove that F E,V (t, τ ) is holomorphic in t. Then, by Lemma 1.1, we get the rigidity theorem.
To prove F E,V (t, τ ) is holomorphic in t, we will examine the modular transformation property of F E,V (t, τ ) under the group SL 2 (Z).
Recall that for g = a b c d ∈ SL 2 (Z), we define its modular transformation on
Obviously, the two generators of SL 2 (Z) are S = 0 − 1 1 0 , T = 1 1 0 1 . They act on C × H in the following way:
where gE = Σ µ a µ E µ is a finite complex linear combination of positive energy representations of LSpin(2l) of highest weight of level m, and we denote by
.
(1.29)
the complex linear combination of the equivariant Chern characters of the corresponding index bundles.
By using (1.21), (1.31), (1.32), we get
By (1.34), to prove (1.28), we only need prove the following equation for p ∈ N,
(1.35)
By looking at the degree 2(p + k α ) part, that is the (p + k α )-th homogeneous terms of the polynomials in x's, y ′ 's and u's, on both sides, we get (1.35). The proof of Lemma 1.2 is complete.
The following lemma is a generalization of [Liu4, Lemma 2.3], Lemma 1.3 For any g ∈ SL 2 (Z), the function F gE,V (t, τ ) is holomorphic in (t, τ ) for (t, τ ) ∈ R × H. Here {b g jµ (z)} are rational functions of z with possible poles on the unit circle. Now considered as a formal power series of q,
Note that the terms in the above two sums correspond to each other. Now, we apply the family Lefschetz fixed point formula [LM, Theorem 1.1 
But by [S, Proposition 2 .2], we know that
for N(j) some positive integer depending on j and a g,µ l,j ∈ H * (B). Since both sides are analytic functions of z, this equality holds for any z ∈ C.
On the other hand, by multiplying Proof of Theorem 1.1: We will prove that F E,V is holomorphic on C × H, which implies the rigidity theorem we want to prove.
¿From their expressions, we know the possible polar divisors of F E,V in C × H are of the form t = n l (cτ + d) with n, c, d, l intergers and (c, d) = 1 or c = 1 and d = 0. We can always find intergers a, b such that ad − bc = 1, and consider the matrix
which exactly gives t = n/l. This contradicts Lemma 1.3, and completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Family vanishing theorems
Recall that a (meromorphic) Jacobi form of index n and weight l over L⋊Γ, where L is an integral lattice in the complex plane C preserved by the modular subgroup Γ ⊂ SL 2 (Z), is a (meromorphic) function F (t, τ ) on C × H such that
Recall that the equivariant cohomology group H *
where ES 1 is the usual S 1 -principal bundle over the classifying space
be the equivariant first Pontrjagin classes of V and T X respectively. Also recall that
with u a generator of degree 2.
In this part, we suppose that there exists n ∈ Z such that
As in [Liu4] , we call n the anomaly to rigidity. Theorem 1.3 Let M, B, V and E be as in Theorem 1.2. Then for p ∈ N, {F E,V } (2p) is a holomorphic Jacobi form of index n/2 and weight k + p over (2Z)
Here N(m) is an integer depending on the level m and was given in [Kac] , and m Λ defined in (1.6).
P roof : Now, by (1.48), we get
First by using (1.50), as in Lemma 1.1, for (a, b) ∈ (2Z) 2 , we get
Second by a theorem of Kac, Peterson and Wakimoto [Kac, Chapter 13] , there exists an integer N(m) such that for any g = a b c d ∈ Γ(N(m)), we have
Now, by using (1.21), (1.50) and (1.52), as Lemma 1.2, we get
As the same argument in the proof of Theorem 1.2 (see also [Liu4, Theorem 3 .4]), we know F E,V is holomorphic on C × H. By (1.51), (1.53), we get Theorem 1.3.
The following lemma was established in [EZ, Theorem 1.2]:
Lemma 1.4 Let F be a holomorphic Jacobi form of index m and weight k. Then for fixed τ , F (t, τ ), if not identically zero, has exactly 2m zeros in any fundamental domain for the action of the lattice on C.
This tells us that there are no holomorphic Jacobi forms of negative index. Therefore, if m < 0, F must be identically zero. If m = 0, it is easy to see that F must be independent of t. So we immediately get the following: Corollary 1.1 Let M, B, V, E and n be as in Theorem 1.3. If n = 0, the equivariant Chern character of the index bundle of
is independent of g ∈ S 1 . If n < 0, this equivariant Chern character is identically zero, in particular, the Chern character of this index bundle is zero.
2
Family rigidity theorems for spin c -manifolds
The purpose of this Section is to prove a family version of the rigidity theorem for spin c -manifolds. This Section is organized as follows: In Section 2.1, we explain the equivariant family index theorem for spin c -manifolds. In Section 2.2, we state our main result, Theorem 2.2. In Section 2.3, we prove Theorem 2.2. In Section 2.4, we prove a family version of the rigidity and vanishing theorem for spin c -manifolds of [D1] . A family vanishing theorem of Witten genus for spin c -manifolds is also obtained.
Equivariant family index theorem for spin c -manifolds
By [LM, Theorem 1.1], we have the equivariant family index theorem for a family of equivariant elliptic operators. In fact, by the proof of [LM] , we know we have a local version of [LM, Theorem 1.1] for the Dirac operator associated to the Clifford module in the sense of [BeGeV, §3.3, §10.3] . Let π : M → B be a fibration of compact manifolds with fiber X with dim X = 2k. We assume that the S 1 acts fiberwisely on M, and T X has an S 1 -equivariant spin 
1 be a generator of the action group. Let {M α } be the fixed submanifolds of the circle action. Then π : M α → B be a submersion with fibre X α . We have the following equivariant decomposition of T X
Here N γ is a complex vector bundle such that g acts on it by e 2πimγ t . So T X α is naturally oriented. We denote the Chern roots of N γ by 2πix j γ , and the Chern roots of T X α ⊗ R C by {±2πiy
We recall that the spin c -structure on T X induces an S 1 -equivariant complex line bundle L over M. Its equivariant Chern class c 1 (L) S 1 will also be denoted by c 1 (T X) S 1 . We denote the Chern class c 1 (L) of L by 2πic 1 . Let i α : M α → M be the inclusion, and let i * α denote the induced homomorphism in equivariant cohomology. If g acts on L on M α by e 2πilct , we have
the intergration along the fibre X g . Now, we can reformulate the family Atiyah-Bott-Segal-Singer Lefschetz fixed point formula, [LM, Theorem 1 .1] in this case, Theorem 2.1 We have the following identity in H * (B)
Family rigidity for spin c -manifolds
In this part, we use the assumption of Section 2.1, we also use the notation of Sections 1 and 2.1.
For a vector bundle E on M, we denote by E the reduced vector bundle E − dim(E). Let W be an S 1 -equivariant complex vector bundle of rank r over M. Let L W = det(W ) the determinant line bundle of W on M. Let V be a dimension 2l real vector bundle on M with S 1 -equivariant spin(2l) structure. Let ∆(V ) = ∆ + (V ) ⊕ ∆ − (V ) be the spinor bundle of V .
Let y = e 2πiβ be a complex number, and we define the following elements in
(2.5)
For g = e 2πit , t ∈ R, q = e 2πiτ , τ ∈ H, set
, then for y = e 2πiβ an Nth root of unity, and p ∈ N, {F β 1 (t, τ )} (2p) is a holomorphic Jacobi form of index n/2 and weight (k + p) over (2NZ) 2 ⋊ Γ 1 (2N) . ii). For p ∈ N, {F 1 (t, τ )} (2p) is a holomorphic Jacobi form of index n/2 and weight k − r + p over (2Z) 2 ⋊ Γ 1 (2). If V = 0, the same holds for Γ 1 (2) replaced by SL 2 (Z).
Remark: If we replace the condition c 1 (W )
Let F 1 (t, τ ), and let F β 1 (t, τ ) be the equivariant Chern character of index bundles of
we still have Theorem 2.2. In fact, we only need to take tensor product of (
with the corresponding operators in the proof of Theorem 2.2. If V = 0, this result also generalizes [Liu2, Theorem B] to the family case. Remark: If we replace the condition c 1 (W ) [D, Lemma 3.4] , then there exists m ∈ Z such that c 1 (W ) S 1 − c 1 (T X) S 1 = mπ * u. Now, for the functions e πimt F 1 (t, τ ), e πimt F β 1 (t, τ ), we still have the result of Theorem 2.2. In fact this only multiplies all the functions in the proof of Theorem 2.2 by e πimt .
Proof of Theorem 2.2
be the equivariant decomposition of W restricted to M α . Assume that g acts on W µ by e 2πirµt , where some r µ may be zero. We denote the Chern roots of W µ by 2πiω
First note that the condition c 1 (
We take β = 1/N. By applying the family Atiyah-Bott-Segal-Singer Lefschetz fixed point formula, Theorem 2.1, and using (2.10), for g = e 2πit , t ∈ R \ Q, we get
(2.11)
In the following, we will consider F 1 (t, τ ), F β 1 (t, τ ) as meromorphic functions on (t, τ ) ∈ C × H with values in H * (B). (2.14) This implies the equalities:
(2.15) By (1.15), for θ v = θ, θ 1 ; a, b ∈ 2Z, l ∈ Z, we have
. By using (2.11), (2.15), (2.16), we get for a, b ∈ 2Z,
(2.17)
Since by the assumption, y N = 1, we get Lemma 2.1.
with ε(j) = 2 −l for j = 1; 1 for j = 2, 3. By applying the family Atiyah-Bott-Segal-Singer Lefschetz fixed point formula, Theorem 2.1, and using (2.10), for g = e 2πit , t ∈ R \ Q, j = 1, 2, 3, we get
(2.20)
Remark: In fact, to define a S 1 -action on L cβ W , we must replace the S 1 -action by its N-fold action. Here by abusing notation, we still say an S 1 -action without causing any confusion. 
is a Jacobi form of index 1/2 and weight 0 over (2Z)
This explains the index ε A in the following equation. By (1.16), we get
,
By (2.11), (2.22), we get
(2.23)
To prove (2.23), we will prove
Π µ e 2πicβ((cτ +d)ωµ+rµt) θ (cτ + d)ω µ + r µ t + (cτ + d)β, τ (W µ )
Π µ e 2πicβ(ωµ+rµt) θ ω µ + r µ t + (cτ + d)β, τ (W µ )
(2.24)
By looking at the degree 2(p + k α ) part, that is the (p + k α )-th homogeneous terms of the polynomials in x's, y ′ 's, u's and ω's on both sides, we immediately get (2.24).
The proof of Lemma 2.2 is complete.
Since F j (t, τ ), F β j (t, τ ) A (j = 1, 2, 3) are the equivariant Chern characters of the index bundles of some elliptic operators, the same proof as that of Lemma 1.3 gives the following Lemma 2.3 i) F j (t, τ ) (j = 1, 2, 3) is holomorphic in (t, τ ) ∈ R × H.
ii) If c 1 (W ) ≡ 0(modN), then for A ∈ SL 2 (Z), j = 1, 2, 3, F β j (t, τ ) A is holomorphic in (t, τ ) ∈ R × H. This is the only essential place where we need the topological condition c 1 (W ) ≡ 0(modN) which insures the existence of L The following family vanishing Theorem generalizes [LM, Theorem 3 .2] to family spin c -manifolds.
Theorem 2.4 Let π : M → B be a fibration of compact connected manifolds with compact fibre X, and S 1 acts fiberwisely and non-trivially on M. We suppose T X has a 
